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Arveson has shown in [ 1 ] that if A is a nest algebra of operators acting 
on a separable Hilbert space H with nest of order type the extended natural 
numbers and if K(H) is the ideal of compact operators on H, then the 
quasitriangular algebra A + K(H) is norm closed. In [6] Fall, Arveson, 
and Muhly extended Arveson’s result proving that in B(H), general 
quasitriangular algebras (i.e., compact perturbations of nest algebras) are 
always norm closed. A key step in their proof, and a result of independent 
interest, first obtained by Erdos in [S], is the a-weak density of A n K(H) 
in A. From this fact they deduced that quasitriangular algebras were norm 
closed by using an argument depending on the duality K(H)** = B(H). 
Every semifinite von Neumann algebra M has an ideal of compact 
operators that behaves like K(H), namely the norm-closed two-sided ideal 
K generated by the finite projections of the algebra. It is a natural question, 
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which has circulated informally for several years, whether the above 
two results and especially the closure result can be extended to the 
von Neumann algebra setting. 
In this paper we settle both questions in the affirmative. However, the 
closure result does not seem to be obtainable from the density result by 
using duality arguments as in B(H), since in general K** # M. Instead our 
proof is matricial and is based on approximating Hilbert-Schmidt elements 
of M (relative to a semilinite trace) by Hilbert-Schmidt elements in the 
nest algebra, retaining joint control of both the operator norm and the 
Hilbert-Schmidt norm. In the case M = B(H), this provides a new proof of 
the closure of quasitriangular algebras independent of the density result. 
In addition, as an application of our matricial technique, we obtain a 
joint norm control Nehari type theorem in which we approximate L’ 
functions on the unit circle by H” functions, while retaining control of 
both the L” and L2-norms. As a consequence of our construction, we 
obtain another proof of Sarason’s theorem on the closure of H” + C [21]. 
Recently, G. Pisier showed us how to deduce a qualitative version of the 
joint norm control Nehari type theorem from some deep interpolation 
theoretic work of Jones based on Carleson measure techniques [lo]. 
We use the following notations: M denotes a semilinite (but not 
necessarily o-finite) von Neumann algebra with center 2 and predual M,, 
r is a faithful semifinite normal trace on M, and C,(M) (resp. C,(M)) is the 
Hilbert-Schmidt class with norm I/. /I 2 (resp. the trace class with norm 
/( .I/ ,). That is, C,(M) (resp. C,(M)) is the ideal of the elements XE M such 
that llxll: = z(x*x) < cc (resp. llxll, = r( 1x1) < m). Clearly C,(M) and 
C,(M) are contained in the ideal K of compact operators defined above. 
A nest N in M is a family of projections in M containing 0 and I which 
is totally ordered by inclusion and is complete in the sense that it contains 
the intersections and the joins of arbitrary subfamilies. For every nest N 
in M, let A, = {x E MI p’xp = 0 for p EN} be the corresponding nest 
subalgebra [8], let I,,, be the set of intervals in N, (i.e., the set of the 
projections of the form p - p’ with p, p’ E N, p > p’), let C, be the core of 
N, (i.e., C, = N”), and let D, be the diagonal of A,, (i.e., D, = CL n M = 
A,n A$). 
Power [19, Sect. 71, Kraus [unpublished], Pop [16], and Pai [ 133 
noted that Power’s proof [17] of Arveson’s distance formula for nest 
algebras in B(H) [ 1 ] adapts to nest subalgebras of von Neumann algebras, 
and we shall use this fact without further reference. That is, d(x, AN) = 
sup{ II plxpII I p E N} for every x E M, where d( ., .) denotes distance in the 
operator norm. Likewise d,( ., .) will denote distance in the Hilbert- 
Schmidt norm. 
A 2 x 2 operator matrix construction in [ 14, 21 is essential in Power’s 
proof of the Arveson distance formula [17] as well as in many related 
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results (e.g., see [4, 18, 31). We quote here a special case which we use 
repeatedly in our paper. 
LEMMA 1. Let y= (5: -T) b e a matrix with bounded operator entries. 
If max{ II(i) II(a II } d v, II4 < ‘1, and Y, = -b(v’I- a*a)-‘a*c, then 
II Y II 6 ?. 
Note that b(q2Z- a*a) 1’2 is a contraction. Therefore if liall d d < q, (e.g., 
if d=max{ II(t) II(ac <6), we have 
jI-b(q21-a*a)p’a*Jl d )/-b(~2Z-u*u)~“2/) (~(~2Z-a*u)~‘i2u*/I 
6 d(yj2 - A’) - ‘J’~. 
In the case that CE C,(M), we get from the above inequality that 
jl y0112 <d(q2-d2)-1’211clj2. Thus in the usual “filling in process” of a 
matrix used to find its best upper triangular approximant, if we give up the 
exactness of the operator norm approximation, we gain control of the 
Hilbert-Schmidt norm of the approximant. This idea is the key to several 
of our results. 
PROPOSITION 2. Let N be a finite nest. Then for every x E C2(M) and 
S>l, there exists z~A,,,nc,(M) such that Ilx-zll<6d(x,A,) and 
Ilx-zJ12,<S(S2- 1)-1’2~/X~~2. 
Pro4 Let N= {P~)~=~,....~, where po=O and p,=Z, and set 
d = d(x, AN). We shall construct y= x- z inductively by replacing the 
upper triangular terms pn x( pn - pn _ , ) in the expansion 
x= f {p,x(P,-P”-A+Pnlx(Pn-Pn-lH 
n= 1 
with operators y, = p,, y,(p,, - p,, ~ 1) E M such that for each 1 < k <m, we 
have 
(i) llCii=, (Y,+P~x(P,-pHP,))Il dSd, 
(ii) IIYAI~Q(~~- lIP”* I/P~-~P~-P~~~)/I~. 
Choose y, = 0, assume the construction done for n d k, and set 
b=Pk+, j, ( y,+P:x(P”-P,-l)) 
u=p:+, i (Y,+P,lx(P,-P,-,))=P:+lxP, 
n=l 
c=P:+,x(P,+,-Pk). 
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Then “fill in” the block matrix (5: f) by choosing 
y/(+ , = -b(d2d2Z- a*u) -‘a*c. 
The induction hypothesis guarantees that 11 (:)/I 6 6d and Arveson’s 
distance formula applied to x guarantees that 11 (a c)ll < d and hence that 
Ilall Gd. Apply Lemma 1 choosing q = 6d. Then (i) follows from 
Moreover, from the remark following Lemma 1, we have 
In the (final) step k = m, the a and c parts are absent and we choose y, = 0. 
Thus if we set Y=C:=~ y,+p,lx(p,-p,_,), then z=x-YEA, and 
IIx - zll = II yll < 6d. Since y is a finite sum of elements in C,(M), it belongs 
to C,(M) (and hence so does z) and we have 
Clearly, the same proof also holds for an infinite sequence { p,]. 
Note that for 6 “large,” e.g., 6d2 I/XII, the construction in Proposition 2 
does not give the best joint norm approximation (e.g., y = x gives a better 
Hilbert-Schmidt norm approximation). The case 6 = 1 will be treated in 
Example 8. 
Note also that in the next to last inequality in the proof, we have 
actually obtained the stronger inequality IIx--zI(~ <6(d2- 1)-‘j2 IILr(x)l12, 
where LT(x) is the strictly lower triangular part of x and IlI,T(x)l12 = 
4(x, AN)- 
Now we extend this result to the case of general nest algebras. 
THEOREM 3. For eoery x E C,(M) and 6 > 1, there exists a E AN n C,(M) 
such that Ilx-alI d6d(x, A,)und l~x-~~~~<b(6~-1)~~~~~d~(x, A.nC,(M)). 
Proof. Choose b, E A,,, n C,(M) so that 
llx-b,ll,dd2(x,A,nC2(M))+ l/n 
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and set d= d(x, AN). Consider the directed set Z of all the finite subnests 
N, of N ordered by inclusion. For every N, = (0, pi, pyZ, . .. . Z> E Z and for 
every z E M define 
n(Y) 
@y(z)= c tP~-Piy-IMP;-Piy-d 
j= 1 
Since A,c A,, we have d(x-b,, A,)<d(x-b,, A,)=d. By Proposition 2 
applied to the finite nest N,, we can find ay,n E A,,,., and yy,n E C,(M) such 
that x - b, = u?,~ + yy,n, IIY~J G64 and ll~~,~ll~<~b(~~- 1)-‘ 211x-~6,112. 
Now consider the decomposition 
x - bn = tuy,n - @,@,,n)) + @,(x-b,) - @,(Y,,,) + yy,n. 
For fixed n, each of the four nets in this decomposition is norm bounded. 
Thus by using the a-weak compactness of the unit ball of M and passing 
successively to converging subnets, we can assume without loss of generality 
that each net converges a-weakly. Then 
x - 6, = lim (ay,n -
Y @,(qJ) + lim @,tx -b,) Y 
- lim Dy( y,,,) + lim y,,,. 
Y Y 
It is now easy to verify that u~,~ - @y(uy,n) E AN and hence 
lim,t~,,n - @&,,J) E AN. For every PEN and every finite nest 
N, I> (0, p, Z}, p commutes with @,(y,,,) and hence lim, @,(y,,J E A,. 
By the same reasoning lim, a,,(~-- b,)e A,. Set y,=lim, y,,,; then 
x-b,,- y,eAN and so a,=~-yy,gAN. By the a-weak lower semi- 
continuity of I/. I( and 11. 112, we obtain I/ y,,II < 6d, y, E C,(M), and 
II ~J~<86(6~- 1)-1/211x- b,ll,. Since ( y,} is norm bounded, {a,} is also 
norm bounded. Again by the a-weak compactness of the unit ball, by 
passing if necessary to subnets, we can assume without loss of generality 
that both sequences converge a-weakly. Let a = lim a, and y = lim y,. 
From the a-weak lower semicontinuity of both norms we obtain that 
)I yll d 6d, y E C,(M), hence u =x - y E A,,, n C,(M) and 
IIyll2 <d(h2- 1)-“2d2(x, A,n C,(M)). 1 
Remarks. (i) In general one cannot find bc A,n C,(M) such that 
/Ix - b/J, = d2(x, A, n C,(M)) (i.e., A, n C,(M) is not proximinal in C,(M) 
in the II./) ,-norm). See Example 9. 
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(ii) If only the first inequality in Theorem 3 were known, then 
Corollary 4 and Theorem 5 would still follow. However, we do not know 
of a way to obtain this directly without also proving the second “dual 
control” inequality, which is new even for the case M = B(H). Indeed, the 
uniform boundedness of the Hilbert-Schmidt norms of yy,, (resp. y,) was 
essential in proving that their a-weak limits y, (resp. y) belonged to 
G(W 
An immediate consequence of Theorem 3 is that 
d(x,A,)=d(x,A,nC,(M)) 
for every x E C,(M). This property extends to K: 
COROLLARY 4. d(k, AN) = d(k, A, n K) for every k E K. 
Proof Clearly, d(k, AN) Q d(k, A, n K). For the opposite inequality, let 
E > 0 and choose a finite rank operator h such that Ilk - hll <E. Note that 
h may fail to belong to C,(M), but there is a decomposition of the identity 
into mutually orthogonal central projections e, such that hei. E C,(M) for 
each A [15]. Since the center of M is contained in A,, we have 
d(he,, AN) Q d(h, AN). Applying Theorem 3 with 1 < 6 < 1 + E/d(h, A,,,), we 
can decompose he, = a, + yj, so that al E AN, y, E C,(M), and 
II YAI G Whej., A,)<d(h, A,)+E<d(k, A,)+~E. 
Assume without loss of generality that uj,ei. =a, and y,e, = y,, and let 
a=Ca, and y=C y,. Then acA, because A, is a-weakly closed, and 
ye K because y, E K and C y, is a central direct sum. Moreover, 
/Iyll<d(k,A,)+2~. Now a=h-yEA,nK and k-a=y+(k-h), 
hence d(k, A, n K) < d(k, AN) + 3s. Since E is arbitrary, d(k, A,,, n K) Q 
46 AN). 1 
As in the Fall, Arveson, and Muhly proof [6, Theorem 1.11, from the 
isometryofthemapcr(k+A,nK)=k+A,fromK/A,nKintoM/A,,it 
follows that a(K/A, n K) = (K + A,)/A, is norm closed, and hence 
A, + K = c’((K + A,)/A,) is also norm closed (where rc: M + M/A, is 
the quotient map). This proves main result. 
THEOREM 5. A, + K is norm closed. 
We now apply the techniques used in Proposition 2 and Theorem 3 to 
obtain a joint norm control Nehari type theorem. Let L” = L”(T) (where 
T is the unit circle with normalized Lebesgue measure) and similarly let 
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L* = L*(T), C = C(U). Let H” (resp. HZ ) be the classical Hardy space, 
which we identify with the closed subspace of L”(resp. L*) of the functions 
with vanishing negative Fourier coefftcients. For every cp E L”, let M, be 
multiplication by cp on L2. It is well known that the map q + M, is 
an isometry onto the algebra 9 of Laurent matrices (with respect to the 
orthonormal basis { z~},!~ b ). Moreover, the image of H” under this 
isometry is (T(Z) n 9)*, where T(Z) is the algebra of the upper triangular 
matrices (i.e., the nest algebra corresponding to the nest { p,},, H, where p,? 
is the projection onto span { zk 1 k < n} ). 
An interesting application of Arveson’s distance formula and the 
existence of a conditional expectation E: B(L2) + 9 mapping T(Z) onto 
T(Z)n 9 [I, Proposition 5.11 is Parrott’s proof [14, see also 18, 
Theorem 1.51 of Nehari’s theorem [12], 
4~ H”) = IIHvll for every cp E L”, 
where the distance is computed in the L”-norm and H, = poM,p,i 
denotes the Hankel matrix with symbol cp. 
The technique in Proposition 2 enables us to construct directly an 
approximating element I,,+ E H” and to simultaneously control the L2-norm 
of cp - II/. The price we pay is to give up exact approximation in the 
L”-norm, but we show in Remark (iii) after Theorem 6 that this is 
unavoidable. 
Let d2(qp, H”) denote the distance of cp to H” in L*-norm and note that 
d2((~> H=‘==d,(cp, Hz)= IIKI’PII~. 
THEOREM 6. For every cp E L” and 6 > 1, there exists 1+5 E H” such that 
Ilcp-$Il,dWq,H”) and Il~-~l12~6(6*-1)-‘~*d2((p, H”). 
Proof: Set d= d(M,*, T(H)). We are going to construct a matrix y so 
that M,* -YE T(Z) n 9 and (/ y(l 6 6d. First we determine pl, y, the 
“bottom half” of the matrix y. Set 
P*lY= 
Yo,n- 1 Y0.n ..’ 
YlJ-1 Y1.n ..’ 
Y*,n-I Y2," .., 
. . . . . .., 
Yn-I,“-1 Yn-1,n ..’ 
‘PI Y n,n ... 
‘p2 CPI ..’ 
. . . . . . . . . 
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where qj= G(j) = 6(-j), j> 1 are the strictly lower triangular entries of 
b, = 








where b, = (..., cp3, (pz, cpi) and Y. = ( y,,,). We determine inductively the 
columns Y,, by setting 
Y,, = -b,(6*d2Z- a*~)~‘a*c. 
For all m E h 
(a c)=pl,M,*p~,=p;t,M~p,p,=H,*, 
hence by Arveson’s distance formula, II (a c)ll = d < 6d. Moreover, for all 
n20, 
Thus from Lemma 1 with q = Sd, we obtain that 1) pi i y~,,jl 6 6d. 
It follows that pli y is a bounded operator, that lIpI, yl( <6d, and 
that pl_,M,* - pli y E T(Z). Next, we show by a matrix computation that 
pI1 y has constant diagonals. This property holds trivially for pI I yp,. 
Assume now that pi i yp,_ i and hence b, has constant diagonals. Let 





. . . 
Yn- l,, 
Y h” 
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Thus 
... (P2 ‘PI Yo,o YO,l ... Yo,n-2 
... (P3 (P2 cpl Yo.0 ... YO,n-3 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . e=b,-,e= Yn-,, 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Yo.0 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . cpl 
which shows that pI1 yp, and hence pII y have constant diagonals. 
Now extend pll y to a Laurent matrix y by extending the constant 
diagonals upwards to the left. By construction, M,* - y E T(H). Therefore 
M,* - y = M,$ for some $ E H”, But then 
I~~~-~II~=IIY~~=IIP~~Y~~~~~~~~,~~~~~~~~~~,~~~. 
On the other hand, ll~41--tjIl~= II(po-p-I)ylI, where 
(PO-P-l)Y = (...3 (P3, (P2, cpl, Yo,o, YO,,? YO,,? -1. 
As in the proof of Proposition 2, we have 
and hence 
II(Po-P-I)Yll Q&d2- w’211P-lcpl12 
= 6(d2 - 1)-1’2 d,(cp, H”). l 
Remarks. (i) Our app roach gives a constructive proof of the identities 
d(p, H”) = d(M,*, T(Z)) = d(M,*, T(Z) n 2) for every cp E L”. 
The proximinality of T(Z) n Z’ in 9 follows now by a natural compact- 
ness argument since 9 and T(Z) are both o-weakly closed. 
(ii) Let c=inf,,, max(b, 6(?S2 - 1)-‘j2) = &. As a consequence of 
Theorem 6, we see that for every cp E L” there exists a I,$ E H” such that 
IIV - *II o. < cd(cp, H”) and I(cp - @II2 < cd,(cp, H”). As G. Pisier has 
pointed out to us, the existence of such a constant c can also be deduced 
from a deep interpolation theoretic result of Jones [IO]. 
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(iii) If we choose a best approximant II/ E H”, i.e., if Ilcp - $11 ‘J3 = 
d(cp, H”), then we lose control of the ratio (I(cp - $llJd,(cp, H”)). Indeed 
cp(z) = C;J in zk has a unique best approximant I++ E H” and furthermore 
1~ - $1 is constant (and hence equal to 11~ - $11,) [20, Theorem 5.61. But 
then 11~ - $11 2= d(cp, H”) = 11 H,ll, which is well known to be asymptotic 
to 2n/z, while d,(cp, H”) = l/q(12 = &. 
A simple consequence of the construction in the proof of Theorem 6 is 
a new proof of Sarason’s theorem [21]. 
COROLLARY 7. H” + C is norm closed. 
Proof: Let cp be any polynomial in z and z-‘. Using the notations in 
the proof of Theorem 6, set y, = y,,, for n > 0 and y, = cp-, for n ~0. 
Assume that q, = 0 for j> k, then the vector e = -(d2d2Z-- a*~)- ‘a*c has 
at most k - 1 nonzero entries, i.e., e = (..., 0, 0, ek ~_ , , . . . . e2, e,)‘. From 
Y,, = b,e, we get for all n > 0 the recurrence relation 
Since M,, = M,* - M,* = y, we see that cp - Ic/ = C,“= pk ynz”, where the 
series converges in L2-norm. Let o(z) = 1 -Cf:: e,z’. From the 
recurrence relation on y, for n 2 0, we obtain that w(cp - +) is a polyno- 
mial (with only negative powers of z), and hence that cp - II/ is a rational 
function. Thus 1,9 is rational, and hence it is continuous. Since 6 is arbitrary, 
we obtain d(cp, H”) = d(cp, H” n C) for every polynomial rp and hence for 
every cp E C. By the same argument that yields Theorem 5, we obtain that 
H” + C is closed. 1 
Now we return to general nest algebras. A natural question (cf. also 
Remark (iii) after Theorem 6) is whether we can still retain control of the 
Hilbert-Schmidt norms if we choose best approximants in the nest algebra, 
i.e., to what extent do Proposition 2 and Theorem 3 hold for 6 = 1. The 
following finite dimensional example shows that if IJx - alI = d(x, AN), then 
there is no upper bound for (1(x - 4 Z/llxll 2). 
EXAMPLE 8. Let M = M,(c), let Pk be the projection on span { ej I j Q k}, 
where { ej} is the standard basis, and let N = { pk} so that AN is the algebra 
of the upper triangular n x n matrices. Let u be any vector in @” with all 
nonzero entries and set 
a1 = IIP:4l -l> cc,=(llp:011~-2- b:-l”l~-2)1’2 for 26kdn-1. 
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Define the matrix x with columns: 
x = (a1 p:u, LX* p:v, @3p:& ...7 0). 
Thus x is strictly lower triangular and it is easy to verify that all the 
corners pfxp, have rank 1 and norm 1 for 1 d k < n - 1. In particular, 
d(x, A,,,) = 1, and thus there exists UE A, such that /Ix --Q/I = 1. We will 
show that up,- 1 is uniquely determined (clearly, a( p,, - pn ~ ,) is never 
unique). Set y=x-a and for 2<k<n-1, define bk=pkypkp,, 
Y,=P~Y(P~-P~-~)~ a,=p:yp,-,, c~=P:~(P~-P~-~), so that 
YPl= and 
Since (I yII = 1 and II(+ck)ll = Ijp:xpk/I = 1, we have IjypkI( = 1 for all k. 
For k = 1, it follows that y,, 1 = 0. Also, for 2 d k < n - 1 it follows that the 
positive matrix 
YPk Y* = 
b,b$ + Y, Y: bkff,* + Y,C,* 
U,bz+C,Y: akaz + ckc$ 
has norm one and akaz + ckc: is a (rank 1) projection. Hence, as 
is elementary to show, b,a$ + Ykc,* = 0. By multiplying on the right 
by ck (which is nonzero by the hypothesis on u) we obtain 
Yk = -1,ckll -’ bkU,fCk. One can verify directly that this formula for Y, 
coincides with that given by Lemma 1 (where we can choose q = 1 because 
ilakll < 1). Now we determine Y, explicitly for 2 4 k 6 n - 1. A direct 
computation shows that 
By SOhing the equation Y, = -IIckll p2bka~Ck, we obtain by induction 
on k that Y~,~=O for j<k and y,,,= -((cr:+cr:+ ... +&I)/fxk)uk. 
Furthermore, since 
a; + a: + ‘. . +cc:= IIp:oll-* and f”ki2= lip:- ]“ii2- lb:vii2? 
we obtain for k > 2, 
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so that for n > 3, 
IIYII:2 IIYPn- Ill:= lbll:+ c IlP:41211P:m 1ulIr2=n- 1. 
k=2 
(Note that II ~(1: <n /I ~(1’ = n). From the last identity we also obtain 
Thus if we choose the vector u so that I/u(I = 1 and u, = 1 -E, then 
I@, n-l 
llxll: ’ 1 + 2(n - 2)E’ 
which can be made as large as we wish. 
Recall that if A, is the algebra of upper triangular operators in a 
separable Hilbert space, then every compact operator (and, in particular, 
every Hilbert-Schmidt operator) has a finite rank best operator norm 
approximant in A, [ 18, Theorem 1.4(i)]. Despite this fact, from Example 8 
we see that best operator norm approximants (even for Hilbert-Schmidt 
operators) may be “very bad’ Hilbert-Schmidt norm approximants. 
EXAMPLE 9. We show that A, n C,(M) need not be Il.11 ,-proximinal in 
C,(M). In the special case A4 = B(H) there is proximinality simply because 
C,(M) is a Hilbert space and A, n C,(M) is a closed subspace. However 
the symbol for the infinite Hilbert matrix in B(H) provides an example why 
H” is not I\ .I\ ,-proximinal in L”. The above reasoning does not apply 
because H” and L” are not I(. iI,-complete. If M is type II, then C,(M) is 
not (I . II ,-complete. This suggests the following construction. 
Let M be a type II i factor and qk E A4 be a decomposition of the identity 
into infinitely many mutually orthogonal projections. Decompose further 
each qk into k equivalent mutually orthogonal projections rk,j. Let N be 
the nest (0, r,,i, rl,l+r2,1~ rl,l fr2,1+r2,2y . . . }. By using the equivalence of 
the projections rk,,, embed M(Ck) into qkMqk. Let x,~q,Mq, be the 
image under this embedding of the compression of the Hilbert matrix of 
size k and let x = x:k”= i xk. Then XE M= C,(M). It is well known that 
LT(x), the strictly lower triangular part of x, is an unbounded operator 
(affiliated with M). Define IIL7’(x)l12 = {Cp= 1 I/LT(xk)lI:)1’2 (< 11~11~). 
(One can actually prove this identity.) It is clear that 11x - all2 > IILT(x)(12 
for every u E A,. Moreover , if a, =x;! i (xk - LT(x,)), then a, E A, and 
/x--J,-+ IJLT(x)ll,. Thus d2(x,A,)= jlLT(x)l12. Now it iseasy to verify 
that if we had UEA, and I~x--u~(~= ilLr(x)llz, then x-u=LT(x), which 
is unbounded. 
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We finish with our density theorem. Note that its proof is actually 
independent from the other parts of this paper. 
THEOREM 10. A, n K is a-weakly dense in A,. 
Proof. Since D, n K is a two-sided ideal of the von Neumann algebra 
D,, there is a projection e in the center of D, such that (D, n K),“” = (0) 
and (D, n K),L”” = (DN)rl. (In [ll], (DN)e~ and (DN)c are called the 
M-semilinite and the M-type III parts of DN). In particular, e’ E-~ 
and thus for every a E A, 
a - eae = eae’ + eLae + e’aeL EZ&FT. 
Hence, without loss of generality, we can assume that e= Z, i.e., that 
D,n K= (0). 
By using an invariant mean on the (abelian) unitary group G of CN, we 
can define a conditional expectation E: M+ D, = Cl, n M such that 
E(x) E 5”“{ UXU* 1 u E G} for all x E M. By the a-weak lower semicontinuity 
of the trace r, we have r 0 E Q r. Thus for every x E C,(M)+ we have 
E(x)E C,(M)c K and E(x)E D,, hence E(x)=O. So since t is semilinite, 
we see that M = maw , (i.e., E is singular). Moreover, for every x E IV, 
~-E(~)ECO~“‘{(XU*)U-~(XU*)~UEG}~[C~,M]~~~, 
where CC,, M] denotes the span of the commutators of CN and A4. 
Therefore Ker E c CC,, M] -O’“, and hence M = [ CN, A4 J Pbw. But 
CC,, M] -uw = [N, M] -Ow and, as is easy to verify, [N, M] = 
span{pxp’ ( ~ENuN’,xEM}, so we obtain 
M=QZii”“(pxp~ 1 peNu N’, XEM}. 
Set S, = @%i”“{ pxp’ 1 p E N, x E M}. Then from the last identity we see 
that maw = M. We claim that S, 2 D,. 
Reasoning by contradiction, assume that there is an element a E D,\S,, 
and by the Hahn-Banach theorem, find a normal functional o EM, that 
vanishes on SN and for which o(a) # 0. Without loss of generality we may 
assume that M is represented on a Hilbert space, and by replacing M, if 
necessary, with its infinite ampliation M@Z, we may assume that o is a 
vector functional. That is, there are two vectors l, q E H such that 
o(x) = (x5, q) for all x E M. Let p, q E B(H) be the (cyclic) projections on 
{(DN+SN)51 and {Sd) , respectively. Thus qi p. Since S, is a two- 
sided module over D,, for every dE D,, we have dq = qdq, and for every 
SE S,,,, we have sp = qsp. From the last identity, we obtain qlSNp = (0) 
and hence (p - q) S,( p - q) = (0). By taking adjoints, we also get 
(p-q)%(p-q)=(O), and hence (p-q)m""'(p-q)=(O), 
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whence p = q. On the other hand, from o(s) = ($5, q) = 0 for every s E SN 
we get qq = 0 and, since D, is unital and 0 E S,, we get q{ = pt = 5. But 
then 
which contradicts the assumption that w(a) # 0. Thus we have proven that 
S, II D,. 
From [7, Proposition 2.11 we know that AN = S,,, + D,, hence A, = S,. 
Finally, K is a-weakly dense in M and thus 
We conclude with some questions. 
(i) In [6] the term “local” was used to denote a norm-closed linear 
subspace S of B(H) with the property that S c Sn K(~IZ)~” and the duality 
argument used in [6] proved that S + K(H) is closed for every local 
subspace S. If we use the term local for the analogous property in the 
semilinite von Neumann algebra setting, then Theorem 10 states that nest 
subalgebras are local. However our proof of the closure of quasitriangular 
algebras required an argument separate from duality considerations. All of 
this raises the question: if S c M is local, is S + K closed? 
(ii) In a related but different direction, we note that the closure 
result of [6] was generalized in [9] to show that if A is a finite width CSL 
algebra (i.e., an algebra generated by a finite number of commuting nests), 
then A + K(H) is closed. Does this remain true when B(H) and K(H) are 
replaced by M and K? 
(iii) The statement of the “dual control” result of Theorem 3 formally 
makes sense for arbitrary operator algebras (and in fact for linear spaces 
of operators). Do many operator algebras, and especially do many CSL 
algebras, satisfy at least a qualitative analog of this result (e.g., see 
Remark 2 after Theorem 6)? 
(iv) We have used matricial techniques to obtain the Nehari type 
Theorem 6. As mentioned in Remark (ii) following Theorem 6, a 
qualitative version of this theorem can be deduced from interpolation 
results based on Carleson measures. This leads to the question of whether 
these matricial techniques can be further exploited to produce more 
elementary proofs of known interpolation results. 
(v) Conversely, it is natural to ask which interpolation theoretic 
results have non-commutative analogs in nest algebras. 
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